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Statement of Confidentiality 

This report contains confidential cultural resources location information and distribution of this 

report is restricted. Cultural resources are nonrenewable, and their scientific, cultural, and 

aesthetic values can be significantly impaired by disturbance. To deter vandalism, artifact 

hunting, and other activities that can damage cultural resources, the locations of cultural resources 

are confidential. The legal authority to restrict cultural resources information is in subdivision (r) 

of Section 6254 and Section 6254.10 of the California Government Code, subdivision (d) of 

Section 15120 of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations, Section 304 of the National 

Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, and Section 9 of the Archaeological Resources 

Protection Act. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1100 5th Street Project –Phase I 
Archaeological Resources Assessment and 
XPI Testing Results 

Environmental Science Associates (ESA) has been retained by Amazon Properties, LLC 

(Applicant), to conduct a Phase I Archaeological Resources Assessment for the 1100 5th Street 

Project (Project) as requested by the City of Los Angeles. The Applicant proposes to construct 

one new mixed-use building in the Central City North Community Plan Area in the city of Los 

Angeles. The property is currently occupied by three existing structures and a surface parking lot. 

The Project would include demolition of the existing buildings and parking lot, and would 

construct one mixed-use building in its place. The City of Los Angeles (City) is the lead agency 

pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

A Historical Resource Technical Report of the Project Site was conducted in August 2017 by 

GPA Consulting, and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Report (Phase I ESA) of the 

Project Site was conducted Professional Service Industries, Inc. (PSI) on November 24, 2014. 

The 1.2-acre property is located within the Los Angeles Arts District at 1100 East 5th Street and 

506-530 S. Seaton Street (Project Site). The Project Site is bounded by E. 5th Street to the north, 

Seaton Street to the west, paved surface lot to the south, and one- and four-story warehouse 

buildings and surface parking lot to the east. Specifically, the Project Site is located in an 

unsectioned portion of Township 1 South, Range 13 West, of the Los Angeles 7.5-minute USGS 

topographic quadrangle.  

A records search for the Project was conducted on December 7, 2017, at the California Historical 

Resources Information System (CHRIS) South Central Coastal Information Center (SCCIC) 

housed at California State University, Fullerton. The records search results indicate that 47 

studies that included some form of field study including survey, excavation, or monitoring have 

been conducted within 0.5-mile of the Project Site. Approximately 70 percent of the 0.5-mile 

records search radius has been included in previous cultural resources field studies. Of the 47 

previous field studies, only one study is located in the vicinity of the Project Site (LA-13239, 

Extent of the Zanja Madre), which includes maps depicting a segment of the Zanja (Zanja No. 2). 

The Zanja is Los Angeles’ original water conveyance system constructed starting in 1781 and 

removed from service in 1902. The Zanja has not been previously evaluated for listing in the 

National Register of Historic Places (NRHP or National Register), California Register of Historic 

Resources (CRHR or California Register), or for its potential to qualify as Historic-Cultural 

Monuments (HCM) under the City of Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance. 

The records search results indicate that five resources have been previously recorded within the 

0.5-mile records search radius. All resources within 0.5-mile radius (P-19-002610, P-19-

003338H, P-19-004192, P-19-004193, and P-19-004460) are historic resources and not currently 
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listed as eligible for the National Register of Historic Place (National Register) or the California 

Register of Historic Places (California Register). No archaeological or historic architectural 

resources have been previously recorded within the Project Site. Archival research indicates that 

the Zanja No. 2 is located in the vicinity of the Project Site. 

The California Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) maintains a confidential Sacred 

Lands File (SLF) which contains sites of traditional, cultural, or religious value to the Native 

American community. The NAHC was contacted on December 6, 2017, to request a search of the 

SLF. The NAHC responded to the request in a letter dated December 20, 2017. The NAHC’s 

letter states that sites are known to be located in the vicinity of the Project Site, but did not 

provide specific information regarding these sites. 

A site survey was performed on December 12, 2017, by ESA archaeologists Sara Dietler, B.A. 

and Vanessa Ortiz, M.A., RPA, who inspected and photographed the Project Site and its 

surroundings. 

Research indicated that the Zanja No. 2 was located in the vicinity of the Project Site. As 

previously stated, the City has determined to treat Zanja-related resources as “historical 

resources” as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)(3) for purposes of this Project. An 

Extended Phase I (XPI) testing program was developed to help identify the location of the Zanja 

No. 2. Two trenches (Trench 1 and Trench 2), totaling 50 linear feet were excavated. Both 

trenches were excavated to depths ranging 1 to 5 feet below ground surface (bgs). The results of 

the XPI testing program were inconclusive for the location and depth of Zanja No. 2, however a 

number of artifacts were observed and collected. 

The results of the XPI testing program provided inconclusive results regarding the location and 

depth of Zanja No.2, however the XPI testing program did result in a number of archaeological 

artifacts and features identified during testing dating to the early 18th and 19th centuries. As such, 

ESA recommends mitigation measures for the retention of a Qualified Archaeologist meeting the 

Secretary of the Interiors’ Professional Qualifications Standards for archaeology, cultural 

resources sensitivity training, archaeological monitoring, and protocols to be carried out should 

archaeological resources or human remains be inadvertently discovered. These measures are 

included in the Conclusions Section at the close of this report. 
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1100 5TH STREET PROJECT 

Introduction 

Environmental Science Associates (ESA) has been retained by Amazon Properties, LLC 

(Applicant), to conduct a Phase I Archaeological Resources Assessment for the 1100 5th Street 

Project (Project) as requested by the City of Los Angeles. The Applicant proposes to construct 

one new mixed-use building in the Central City North Community Plan Area (Project Site) in the 

City of Los Angeles. The Project Site is currently occupied by three existing structures and a 

surface parking lot. The Project would include demolition of the existing buildings and parking 

lot, and would construct one mixed-use building in its place. The City of Los Angeles (City) is 

the lead agency pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). 

A Historical Resource Technical Report of the Project Site was conducted in August 2017 by 

GPA Consulting, and Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Report (Phase I ESA) of the 

Project Site was conducted Professional Service Industries, Inc. (PSI) on November 24, 2014.  

ESA personnel involved in the preparation of this report are as follows: Monica Strauss, M.A., 

RPA, Project Director and Principal Investigator; Sara Dietler, B.A., Project Manager and report 

author; Vanessa Ortiz, M.A., RPA, report author. Resumes of key personnel are included in 

Appendix A.  

Project Location 

The 1.2-acre Project Site is located within the Los Angeles Arts District at 1100 East 5th Street 

and 506-530 S. Seaton Street (Figure 1). The Project Site is bounded by E. 5th Street to the north, 

Seaton Street to the west, paved surface lot to the south, and one- and four- story warehouse 

buildings and surface parking lot to the east. Specifically, the Project Site is located in an 

unsectioned portion of Township 1 South, Range 13 West on the Los Angeles, CA USGS 7.5-

minute topographic quadrangle (Figure 2).  
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Project Description 

The Project Site includes a surface parking lot and three buildings to be demolished: 1100 E. 5th 

Street, 516 S. Seaton Street, and 528 S. Seaton Street. The buildings were constructed between 

the 1920s and 1980s and range from single to two stories in height. The maximum building 

height for the new mixed use building would be 110 feet above grade or eight stories with three 

subterranean floors. The Project’s commercial uses would be located on the first and second 

floors, fronting E. 5th Street and S. Seaton Street. The commercial spaces on the second floor 

would be accessible from an internal courtyard via elevators and stairs. The 220 live/work units 

would be located on the second through eighth floors. Twenty-five of the live/work units would 

be deed-restricted for Very Low Income households. Parking would be located on the three 

subterranean floors, and provide approximately 46 spaces for commercial use and 242 spaces for 

long term use. The Project’s open space would be located on the first, second, and eighth floors. 

This would include a swimming pool and deck, several indoor amenities, and a resident art 

gallery. Maximum depth of excavation is anticipated to reach 47 feet below ground surface (bgs). 

Regulatory Framework 

Numerous laws and regulations require federal, state, and local agencies to consider the effects a 

project may have on cultural resources. These laws and regulations stipulate a process for 

compliance, define the responsibilities of the various agencies proposing the action, and prescribe 

the relationship among other involved agencies. 

State 

California Environmental Quality Act 

CEQA is the principal statute governing environmental review of projects occurring in the state 

and is codified at Public Resources Code (PRC) Section 21000 et seq. CEQA requires lead 

agencies to determine if a proposed project would have a significant effect on the environment, 

including significant effects on historical or unique archaeological resources. Under CEQA 

(Section 21084.1), a project that may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an 

historical resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment. 

The CEQA Guidelines (Title 14 California Code of Regulations [CCR] Section 15064.5) 

recognize that historical resources include: (1) a resource listed in, or determined to be eligible by 

the State Historical Resources Commission, for listing in the California Register of Historical 

Resources (California Register); (2) a resource included in a local register of historical resources, 

as defined in PRC Section 5020.1(k) or identified as significant in a historical resource survey 

meeting the requirements of PRC Section 5024.1(g); and (3) any object, building, structure, site, 

area, place, record, or manuscript which a lead agency determines to be historically significant or 

significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic, agricultural, educational, social, 

political, military, or cultural annals of California by the lead agency, provided the lead agency’s 

determination is supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record. The fact that a 

resource does not meet the three criteria outlined above does not preclude the lead agency from 
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determining that the resource may be an historical resource as defined in PRC Sections 5020.1(j) 

or 5024.1.  

If a lead agency determines that an archaeological site is a historical resource, the provisions of 

Section 21084.1 of CEQA and Section 15064.5 of the CEQA Guidelines apply. If an 

archaeological site does not meet the criteria for a historical resource contained in the CEQA 

Guidelines, then the site may be treated in accordance with the provisions of Section 21083, 

which is as a unique archaeological resource. As defined in Section 21083.2 of CEQA a “unique” 

archaeological resource is an archaeological artifact, object, or site, about which it can be clearly 

demonstrated that without merely adding to the current body of knowledge, there is a high 

probability that it meets any of the following criteria: 

• Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions and there is a 

demonstrable public interest in that information; 

• Has a special and particular quality such as being the oldest of its type or the best available 

example of its type; or, 

• Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or historic event 

or person. 

If an archaeological site meets the criteria for a unique archaeological resource as defined in 

Section 21083.2, then the site is to be treated in accordance with the provisions of Section 

21083.2, which state that if the lead agency determines that a project would have a significant 

effect on unique archaeological resources, the lead agency may require reasonable efforts be 

made to permit any or all of these resources to be preserved in place (Section 21083.1(a)). If 

preservation in place is not feasible, mitigation measures shall be required. The CEQA Guidelines 

note that if an archaeological resource is neither a unique archaeological nor a historical resource, 

the effects of the project on those resources shall not be considered a significant effect on the 

environment (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(c)(4)). 

A significant effect under CEQA would occur if a project results in a substantial adverse change 

in the significance of a historical resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a). 

Substantial adverse change is defined as “physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or 

alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of a historical 

resource would be materially impaired” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b)(1)). According to 

CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b)(2), the significance of a historical resource is materially 

impaired when a project demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical 

characteristics that: 

A. Convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in, or eligibility for, inclusion 

in the California Register; or 

B. Account for its inclusion in a local register of historical resources pursuant to section 

5020.1(k) of the Public Resources Code or its identification in a historical resources survey 

meeting the requirements of section 5024.1(g) of the Public Resources Code, unless the 

public agency reviewing the effects of the project establishes by a preponderance of evidence 

that the resource is not historically or culturally significant; or 
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C. Convey its historical significance and that justify its eligibility for inclusion in the California 

Register as determined by a Lead Agency for purposes of CEQA. 

In general, a project that complies with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment 

of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and 

Reconstructing Historic Buildings (Standards) is considered to have mitigated its impacts to 

historical resources to a less-than-significant level (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b)(3)). 

California Register of Historical Resources 

The California Register is “an authoritative listing and guide to be used by State and local 

agencies, private groups, and citizens in identifying the existing historical resources of the State 

and to indicate which resources deserve to be protected, to the extent prudent and feasible, from 

substantial adverse change” (PRC Section 5024.1[a]). The criteria for eligibility for the California 

Register are based upon National Register criteria (PRC Section 5024.1[b]). Certain resources are 

determined by the statute to be automatically included in the California Register, including 

California properties formally determined eligible for, or listed in, the National Register. 

To be eligible for the California Register, a prehistoric or historic-period property must be 

significant at the local, state, and/or federal level under one or more of the following four criteria: 

1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of 

California’s history and cultural heritage; 

2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; 

3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of construction, 

or represents the work of an important creative individual, or possesses high artistic values; or 

4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history. 

A resource eligible for the California Register must meet one of the criteria of significance 

described above, and retain enough of its historic character or appearance (integrity) to be 

recognizable as a historical resource and to convey the reason for its significance. It is possible 

that a historic resource may not retain sufficient integrity to meet the criteria for listing in the 

National Register, but it may still be eligible for listing in the California Register. 

Additionally, the California Register consists of resources that are listed automatically and those 

that must be nominated through an application and public hearing process. The California 

Register automatically includes the following: 

• California properties listed on the National Register and those formally determined eligible 

for the National Register; 

• California Registered Historical Landmarks from No. 770 onward; and, 

• Those California Points of Historical Interest that have been evaluated by the OHP and have 

been recommended to the State Historical Commission for inclusion on the California 

Register. 

Other resources that may be nominated to the California Register include: 
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• Historical resources with a significance rating of Category 3 through 5 (those properties 

identified as eligible for listing in the National Register, the California Register, and/or a 

local jurisdiction register); 

• Individual historical resources; 

• Historical resources contributing to historic districts; and, 

• Historical resources designated or listed as local landmarks, or designated under any local 

ordinance, such as an historic preservation overlay zone. 

California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 

California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires that in the event human remains are 

discovered, the County Coroner be contacted to determine the nature of the remains. In the event 

the remains are determined to be Native American in origin, the Coroner is required to contact the 

California Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) within 24 hours to relinquish 

jurisdiction.  

California Public Resources Code Section 5097.98 

California PRC Section 5097.98, as amended by Assembly Bill 2641, provides procedures in the 

event human remains of Native American origin are discovered during project implementation. 

PRC Section 5097.98 requires that no further disturbances occur in the immediate vicinity of the 

discovery, that the discovery is adequately protected according to generally accepted cultural and 

archaeological standards, and that further activities take into account the possibility of multiple 

burials. PRC Section 5097.98 further requires the NAHC, upon notification by a County Coroner, 

designate and notify a Most Likely Descendant (MLD) regarding the discovery of Native 

American human remains. Once the MLD has been granted access to the site by the landowner 

and inspected the discovery, the MLD then has 48 hours to provide recommendations to the 

landowner for the treatment of the human remains and any associated grave goods.  

In the event that no descendant is identified, or the descendant fails to make a recommendation 

for disposition, or if the land owner rejects the recommendation of the descendant, the landowner 

may, with appropriate dignity, reinter the remains and burial items on the property in a location 

that will not be subject to further disturbance. 

California Government Code Sections 6254(r) and 6254.10 

These sections of the California Public Records Act were enacted to protect archaeological sites 

from unauthorized excavation, looting, or vandalism. Section 6254(r) explicitly authorizes public 

agencies to withhold information from the public relating to “Native American graves, 

cemeteries, and sacred places maintained by the Native American Heritage Commission.” Section 

6254.10 specifically exempts from disclosure requests for “records that relate to archaeological 

site information and reports, maintained by, or in the possession of the Department of Parks and 

Recreation, the State Historical Resources Commission, the State Lands Commission, the Native 

American Heritage Commission, another state agency, or a local agency, including the records 

that the agency obtains through a consultation process between a Native American tribe and a 

state or local agency.” 
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Local 

City of Los Angeles General Plan 

The City of Los Angeles General Plan (adopted 2001) states as its objective, to “protect the City’s 

archaeological and paleontological resources for historical, cultural, research, and/or educational 

purposes” by continuing “to identify and protect significant archaeological and paleontological 

resources known to exist or that are identified during land development, demolition, or property 

modification activities.”  

In addition, the City will: 

continue to protect historic and cultural sites and/or resources potentially 

affected by proposed land development, demolition, or property modification 

activities…The City's environmental guidelines require the applicant to secure 

services of a bona fide archaeologist to monitor excavations or other subsurface 

activities associated with a development project in which all or a portion is 

deemed to be of archaeological significance. Discovery of archaeological 

materials may temporarily halt the project until the site has been assessed, 

potential impacts evaluated and, if deemed appropriate, the resources protected, 

documented and/or removed (City of Los Angeles, 2001). 1 

In addition to the National Register and the California Register, three additional types of historic 

designations may apply at a local level: 

1. Historic-Cultural Monument  

2. Designation by the Community Redevelopment Agency as being of cultural or historical 

significance within a designated redevelopment area 

3. Classification by the City Council as an Historic Preservation Overlay Zone 

The City of Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance states that a Historic-Cultural Monument 

designation is reserved for those resources that have a special aesthetic, architectural, or 

engineering interest or value of a historic nature and meet one of the following criteria (City of 

Los Angeles Department of City Planning, 2009). A historical or cultural monument is any site, 

building, or structure of particular historical or cultural significance to the City of Los Angeles, 

such as historic structures or sites:  

• in which the broad cultural, political, economic, or social history of the nation, state, or 

community is reflected or exemplified; or  

• which are identified with historic personages or with important events in the main currents of 

national, state, or local history; or  

• which embody the distinguishing characteristics of an architectural-type specimen, inherently 

valuable for a study of a period, style, or method of construction; or  

• which are a notable work of a master builder, designer, or architect whose individual genius 

influenced his or her age.  

 
1 References are fully listed in the References sections of this report 
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• In addition, the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) Section 91.106.4.5 states that the 

Building Department “shall not issue a permit to demolish, alter or remove a building or 

structure of historical, archaeological or architectural consequence if such building or 

structure has been officially designated” by a federal, state, or local authority. 

Setting 

Natural Setting 

The Project Site is located in a relatively flat area of the western Los Angeles Basin. The basin is 

formed by the Santa Monica Mountains to the northwest, the San Gabriel Mountains to the north, 

and the San Bernardino and San Jacinto Mountains to the east. The basin was formed by alluvial 

and fluvial deposits derived from these surrounding mountains. Prior to urban development and 

the channeling of the Los Angeles River, the Project Site, which is located 0.90 miles west of the 

Los Angeles River Channel, was likely covered with marshes, thickets, dense woodland, and 

grassland. The floodplain forest of the Los Angeles Basin formed one of the most biologically 

rich habitats in southern California. Willow, cottonwood and sycamore, and dense underbrush of 

alder, hackberry, and shrubs once lined the Los Angeles River as it passed near present-day 

downtown Los Angeles. Although historically most of the Los Angeles River was dry for at least 

part of the year, shallow bedrock in the Elysian Park area north of downtown forced much of the 

river’s underground water to the surface. This allowed for a steady year-round flow of water 

through the area that later became known as downtown Los Angeles. Currently, the Project Site is 

completely developed and encompasses  three existing buildings and a surface parking lot. A 

geotechnical study prepared for the Project indicates that the Project Site is likely underlain by 

small amounts of artificial fill to 3-feet bgs (Geotechnologies, Inc., 2017). 

Cultural Setting 

Prehistoric Overview 

The earliest evidence of occupation in the Los Angeles area dates to at least 9,000 years before 

present (B.P.) and is associated with a period known as the Millingstone Cultural Horizon 

(Wallace 1955; Warren 1968). Departing from the subsistence strategies of their nomadic big-

game hunting predecessors, Millingstone populations established more permanent settlements. 

These settlements were located primarily on the coast and in the vicinity of estuaries, lagoons, 

lakes, streams, and marshes where a variety of resources including seeds, fish, shellfish, small 

mammals, and birds were exploited. Early Millingstone occupations are typically identified by 

the presence of handstones (manos) and millingstones (metates), while those Millingstone 

occupations dating later than 5,000 years B.P. contain a mortar and pestle complex as well, 

signifying the exploitation of acorns in the region. 

Although many aspects of Millingstone culture persisted, by 3,500 years B.P., a number of 

socioeconomic changes occurred (Erlandson 1994; Wallace 1955; Warren 1968). These changes 

are associated with the period known as the Intermediate Horizon (Wallace 1955). Increased 

populations in the region necessitated intensified exploitation of existing terrestrial and marine 

resources (Erlandson 1994). This was accomplished in part through the use of the circular shell 

fishhook on the coast, and more abundant and diverse hunting equipment. Evidence for shifts in 
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settlement patterns has been noted at a variety of locations at this time and is seen by many 

researchers as reflecting increasingly territorial and sedentary populations. The Intermediate 

Horizon marks a period in which specialization in labor emerged, trading networks became an 

increasingly important means by which both utilitarian and non-utilitarian materials were 

acquired, and travel routes were extended. Archaeological evidence suggests that the margins of 

numerous rivers, marshes, and swamps within the Los Angeles River Drainage served as ideal 

locations for prehistoric settlement during this period. These well-watered areas contained a rich 

collection of resources and are likely to have been among the more heavily trafficked travel 

routes. 

The Late Prehistoric period, spanning from approximately 1,500 years B.P. to the mission era, is 

the period associated with the florescence of the contemporary Native American group known as 

the Gabrielino (Wallace 1955). Coming ashore near Malibu Lagoon or Mugu Lagoon in October 

of 1542, Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo was the first European to make contact with the Gabrielino 

Indians. Occupying the southern Channel Islands and adjacent mainland areas of Los Angeles and 

Orange Counties, the Gabrielino are reported to have been second only to their Chumash 

neighbors in terms of population size, regional influence, and degree of sedentism (Bean and 

Smith 1978). The Gabrielino are estimated to have numbered around 5,000 in the pre-contact 

period (Kroeber 1925) and maps produced by early explorers indicate that at least 26 Gabrielino 

villages were within proximity to known Los Angeles River courses, while an additional 18 

villages were reasonably close to the river (Gumprecht 2001). Subsistence consisted of hunting, 

fishing, and gathering. Small terrestrial game was hunted with deadfalls, rabbit drives, and by 

burning undergrowth, while larger game such as deer were hunted using bows and arrows. Fish 

were taken by hook and line, nets, traps, spears, and poison (Bean and Smith 1978; Reid 1939 

[1852]). The primary plant resources were the acorn, gathered in the fall and processed with 

mortars and pestles, and various seeds that were harvested in late spring and summer and ground 

with manos and metates. The seeds included chia and other sages, various grasses, and islay or 

holly leafed-cherry (Reid 1939 [1852]). 

Ethnographic Setting 

Gabrielino 

The Project Site is located in a region traditionally occupied by the Takic-speaking Gabrielino 

Indians. The term “Gabrielino” is a general term that refers to those Native Americans who were 

administered by the Spanish at the Mission San Gabriel Arcángel. Prior to European colonization, 

the Gabrielino occupied a diverse area that included: the watersheds of the Los Angeles, San 

Gabriel, and Santa Ana rivers; the Los Angeles basin; and the islands of San Clemente, 

San Nicolas, and Santa Catalina (Kroeber, 1925). Their neighbors included the Chumash to the 

north, the Juañeno to the south, and the Serrano and Cahuilla to the east. The Gabrielino are 

reported to have been second only to the Chumash in terms of population size and regional 

influence (Bean and Smith, 1978). The Gabrielino language, like the Tataviam language, was part 

of the Takic branch of the Uto-Aztecan language family.  

The Gabrielino Indians were hunter-gatherers and lived in permanent communities located near 

the presence of a stable food supply. Subsistence consisted of hunting, fishing, and gathering. 
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Small terrestrial game was hunted with deadfalls, rabbit drives, and by burning undergrowth, 

while larger game such as deer were hunted using bows and arrows. Fish were taken by hook and 

line, nets, traps, spears, and poison (Bean and Smith, 1978). The primary plant resources were the 

acorn, gathered in the fall and processed in mortars and pestles, and various seeds that were 

harvested in late spring and summer and ground with manos and metates. The seeds included chia 

and other sages, various grasses, and islay or holly-leafed cherry.  

Community populations generally ranged from 50 to 100 inhabitants, although larger settlements 

may have existed. The Gabrielino are estimated to have had a population numbering around 5,000 

in the pre-contact period (Kroeber, 1925). Villages are reported to have been the most abundant 

in the San Fernando Valley, the Glendale Narrows area north of downtown, and around the Los 

Angeles River’s coastal outlets (Gumprecht, 2001). Gabrielino villages are reported by early 

explorers to have been most abundant near the Los Angeles River, in the area north of downtown, 

known as the Glendale Narrows, and those areas along the river’s various outlets into the sea. 

Among those villages north of downtown are Maawnga in the Glendale Narrows; Totongna and 

Kawengna, in the San Fernando Valley; Hahamongna, northeast of Glendale; and the village of 

Yangna, in the vicinity of present-day downtown Los Angeles.  

The exact location of Yangna, within downtown Los Angeles continues to be debated, although 

some believe it to have been located at the present-day location of the Civic Center (McCawley 

1996). Other proposed locations are near the present day Union Station (Chartkoff and Chartkoff 

1972:64), to the south of the old Spanish Plaza, and near the original site of the Bella Union Hotel 

located on the 300 Block of North Main Street (Robinson 1963:83, as cited in Dillon 1994:30). 

Dillon (1994:30) hypothesizes that the Union Station location is an unlikely spot for a large 

village or habitation, as it lies within the annual Los Angeles River flood zone. Local sources 

such as the Echo Park Historical Society, report that when Gaspar de Portola and Father Juan 

Crespi camped on the river bank opposite the North Broadway Bridge entrance to Elysian Park, 

they were served refreshments by Yangna Indian villagers from the current location of the Los 

Angeles Police Academy (Echo Park Historical Society 2008). The Los Angeles Police Academy 

is located in the northern portion of Elysian Park, which appears an unlikely location for the 

Native American Village of Yangna because this location is more consistent with the location of 

the village of Maawnga, which was reported to have been originally located within the Rancho de 

los Felis. This rancho originally encompassed Griffith Park and extended south to the northern 

portion of Elysian Park. The village of Maawnga, also recorded as Maungna, is believed to have 

been located “high on a bluff overlooking Glendale Narrows in the hills now occupied by Elysian 

Park” (Gumprecht 2001:31). 

A third community or village, named Geveronga, may have been located in the vicinity of the 

current downtown Los Angeles’ city center, reported in the San Gabriel baptismal records as 

located “in the racheria adjoining the Pueblo of Los Angeles” (McCawley 1996:57). Based on 

baptismal records, Yaanga appears to have been occupied until at least 1813. But by the early 

1820s, Yaanga’s Gabrielino residents were displaced to an area south of the village site in what is 

presently the block north of Los Angeles Street and W. 1st Street (Morris et al., 2016). By 1836, 

the community in which the displaced Gabrielino lived was known as Rancho de los Pablinos, 

and Los Angeles residents began complaining about the Gabrielino bathing in the irrigation 
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ditches known as Zanjas (Morris et al., 2016). As a result of the complaints, the Gabrielino were 

once again displaced further to the east near what is presently the intersection of Alameda Street 

and Commercial Street, approximately 1.25 miles north of the Project Site. By 1847, the 

Gabrielino from Yaanga were displaced once again and left without a space in which to form a 

new community. As a result, the Gabrielino dispersed throughout Los Angeles. 

Another community or village, the smallest, which was named Rancheria de los Pipimares was a 

separate location where the Island Gabrielino who had relocated to Los Angeles lived. The name 

originally referenced to people from Santa Catalina Island but over time it became associated 

with Island Indians generally. The village was likely in place by the late 1820’s when survivors 

from Santa Catalina were relocated to Los Angeles, but in 1846 it was removed and relocated due 

to neighbor complaints. Historical research, including descriptions documented from residents at 

the time indicate that the Island Indians living in Rancheria de los Pipimares, in spite of being 

baptized in the Catholic Church, were still practicing traditional religion at the Rancheria location 

as late as 1842, clustered in a few huts and maintaining a distinct identity (as Island Indians). The 

Rancheria de los Pipimares is estimated to have been located approximately 0.64-miles away 

from the Project Site.   

Historic Setting 

The Gabrielino were virtually ignored between the time of Cabrillo’s visit and the Spanish 

Period, which began in 1769 when Gaspar de Portola and a small Spanish contingent began their 

exploratory journey along the California coast from San Diego to Monterey. Passing through the 

Los Angeles area, they reached the San Gabriel Valley on August 2 and traveled west through a 

pass between two hills where they encountered the Los Angeles River and camped on its east 

bank near the present-day North Broadway Bridge and the entrance to Elysian Park. This location 

has been designated California Historic Landmark Number 655, the Portola Trail Campsite. 

Father Crespi (a member of Portola’s party) indicated in his diaries that on that day they “entered 

a spacious valley, well grown with cottonwoods and alders, among which ran a beautiful river. 

This plain where the river runs is very extensive and…is the most suitable site for a large 

settlement” (The River Project 2001). He goes on to describe this “green, lush valley”; its “very 

full flowing, wide river”; the “riot of color” in the hills; and the abundance of native grapevines, 

wild roses, grizzly, antelope, quail and steelhead trout. Crespi observed that the soil was rich and 

“capable of supporting every kind of grain and fruit which may be planted.” The river was named 

El Rio y Valle de Nuestra Senora la Reina de Los Angeles de la Porciuncula.  

Missions were established in the years that followed the Portola expedition, the fourth being the 

Mission San Gabriel Archangel founded in 1771 near the present-day City of Montebello, 

approximately 7.5 miles east of the Project Site. By the early 1800s, the majority of the surviving 

Gabrielino population had entered the mission system. The Gabrielino inhabiting Los Angeles 

County were under the jurisdiction of either Mission San Gabriel or Mission San Fernando. 

Mission life offered the Indians security in a time when their traditional trade and political 

alliances were failing and epidemics and subsistence instabilities were increasing (Jackson 1999). 

On September 4, 1781, which was 12 years after Crespi’s initial visit, the Pueblo de la Reina de 

los Angeles was established not far from the site where Portola and his men camped. Watered by 
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the river’s ample flow and the area’s rich soils, the original pueblo occupied 28 square miles and 

consisted of a central square, surrounded by 12 houses, and a series of 36 agricultural fields 

occupying 250 acres, plotted to the east between the town and the river (Gumprecht, 2001). 

An irrigation system that would carry water from the river to the fields and the pueblo was the 

communities’ first priority and was constructed almost immediately. The main irrigation ditch, or 

Zanja Madre, was completed by the end of October 1781. It was constructed in the area of 

present-day Elysian Park, and carried water south (and located directly across Broadway Street 

from the current Project Site) to the agricultural lands situated just east of the pueblo (Gumprecht, 

2001). 

By 1786, the flourishing pueblo attained self-sufficiency and funding by the Spanish government 

ceased (Gumprecht 2001). Fed by a steady supply of water and an expanding irrigation system, 

agriculture and ranching grew, and by the early 1800s the pueblo produced 47 cultigens. Among 

the most popular were grapes used for the production of wine (Gumprecht 2001). Vineyards 

blanketed the landscape between present-day San Pedro Street and the Los Angeles River. By 

1830 an estimated 100,000 vines were being cultivated at 26 Los Angeles vineyards. Over 8,300 

acres of land were being irrigated by the zanjas during the 1880s (Gumprecht 2001). 

The authority of the California missions gradually declined, culminating with their secularization 

in 1834. Although the Mexican government directed that each mission’s lands, livestock, and 

equipment be divided among its converts, the majority of these holdings quickly fell into non-

Indigenous hands. Mission buildings were abandoned and quickly fell into decay. If mission life 

was difficult for Native Americans, secularization was typically worse. After two generations of 

dependence on the missions, they were suddenly disenfranchised. After secularization, “nearly all 

of the Gabrielinos went north while those of San Diego, San Luis, and San Juan overran this 

county, filling the Angeles and surrounding ranchos with more servants than were required” 

(Reid 1977 [1851]:104). Upon his 1852 visit to Los Angeles, John Russel Barlett wrote, 

I saw more Indians about this place than in any part of California I had yet 

visited. They were chiefly mission Indians, i.e., those who had been connected 

with the missions and had derived their support from them until the suppression 

of those establishments. They are a miserable, squalid-looking set, squatting or 

lying about the corners of the streets with no occupation. They have no means of 

obtaining a living, as their lands are taken from them, and the missions for which 

they labored and which provided after a sort for many thousands of them, are 

abolished (as cited in Sugranes 1909:77). 

The first party of U.S. immigrants arrived in Los Angeles in 1841, although surreptitious 

commerce had previously been conducted between Mexican California and residents of the 

United States and its territories. Included in this first wave of immigrants were William Workman 

and John Rowland, who soon became influential landowners. As the possibility of a takeover of 

California by the United States loomed large, the Mexican government increased the number of 

land grants in an effort to keep the land in the hands of upper-class Californios like the 

Domínguez, Lugo, and Sepúlveda families (Wilkman and Wilkman 2006:14–17). Governor Pío 

Pico and his predecessors made more than 600 rancho grants between 1833 and 1846, putting 
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most of the state’s lands into private ownership for the first time (Gumprecht 2001). Having been 

established as a pueblo, property within Los Angeles could not be dispersed by the governor, and 

this task instead fell under the city council’s jurisdiction (Robinson 1979). 

A constant struggle to bring water to the residents of the pueblo necessitated the construction of 

Echo Park Reservoir, the Silverlake Reservoir, and the further expansion of the zanja irrigation 

ditches. When these measures proved insufficient, a more permanent solution to Los Angeles’ 

water shortage was sought. Under the direction of City engineer William Mulholland, the Los 

Angeles Bureau of Water Works and Supply constructed the 238-mile-long Los Angeles 

Aqueduct. This 5-year project, completed in 1913, employed the labor of more than 5,000 men 

and brought millions of gallons of water into the San Fernando (now Van Norman) Reservoir 

(Gumprecht 2001). Now able to offer water and sewer service at a grand scale, many smaller 

cities were voluntarily incorporated by Los Angeles (Robinson 1979:244). 

When Los Angeles was connected to the transcontinental railroad via San Francisco on 

September 5, 1876, it experienced a significant boost in population. The City would experience 

its greatest growth in the 1880s when two more direct rail connections to the East Coast were 

constructed. The Southern Pacific completed its second transcontinental railway, the Sunset 

Route from Los Angeles to New Orleans, in 1883 (Orsi, 2005). In 1885, the Santa Fe Railroad 

completed a competing transcontinental railway to San Diego, with connecting service to Los 

Angeles (Mullaly and Petty, 2002). The resulting fare wars led to an unprecedented real estate 

boom, as well as affordable cross-country fares for immigrants. Despite a subsequent collapse of 

the real estate market, the population of Los Angeles increased 350 percent in the decade between 

1880 and 1890 (Dinkelspiel, 2008). 

The population boom of the 1880s drove the demand for real estate in Los Angeles. Farmland 

south and east of the City began to be replaced by residential and commercial development. Large 

tracts of agricultural land, now far more valuable for residential development, were subdivided 

and sold (Gumprecht, 2001). 

From 1890 to 1900, the City continued to grow, and many infrastructure projects were completed 

during this decade (McWilliams, 1946). E.L. Doheny discovered oil in 1892, adding fuel to the 

flame. From 1900 to 1920, Los Angeles became a tourist mecca (McWilliams, 1946). The Los 

Angeles Aqueduct was constructed and a large portion of the San Fernando Valley annexed to the 

City during the first decade of the 20th century. From 1920 to 1930, Los Angeles experienced 

another population explosion, along with   the rise of automobile transportation and the 

development of the entertainment industry. All told, between 1890 and 1930, the population of 

Los Angeles increased from 50,000 to 1.2 million people (Wild, 2005). 

History of the Project Site 

Zanja Conduit System 

For the Pueblo of Los Angeles, the zanjas, or publicly owned irrigation ditches, sustained the area 

and enabled ranching and cultivation of the Los Angeles River’s fertile floodplains. The zanjas 

consisted of gravity systems, which resulted in the irrigation of lands that lay at lower elevations 
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from the water’s source. The main ditch – the Zanja Madre (Mother Ditch) - was constructed in 

1781 and carried water from the Los Angeles River south to the agricultural lands surrounding 

the pueblo. As the pueblo grew and more water was diverted from the river, the supply began to 

dwindle. Initially, however, there was little worry about the future water needs of the City, and no 

regulation of the water distribution itself. Typically, farmers would dig their own ditches from the 

main ditches or from the river. Private water carriers hauled and sold water to households for 

domestic use (Gumprecht, 2001). 

By the mid-19th century, City officials established a system of water use fees and rules to govern 

the zanjas. They created the official City position of zanjero, the highest paid of any public 

official in Los Angeles. The duties of the zanjero varied including issuance of permits for water 

usages, maintenance of the ditches, maintenance of the City dam, and even the early coordination 

of flood control work on the Los Angeles River (Gumprecht, 2001). While the zanjas worked 

well for irrigation, the water was frequently unsuitable for domestic purposes. The City had no 

sewer system or other outlet for its liquid waste, and the zanjas were being used for laundry and 

bathing, as well as trash and sewage disposal. Several efforts to pipe domestic water directly to 

homes were tried as early as 1864. As the pueblo development and population expanded, an effort 

was made to develop a residential water system in Los Angeles with projects designed to 

distribute water by directly piping water into homes from local springs and the river. In what 

seemed to be a laborious process, a former county judge named William G. Dryden was 

eventually awarded a franchise to distribute water from a series of springs located within present 

day Chinatown at the intersection of College and Alameda approximately 1.75 miles northeast of 

the Project Site. These springs were located on low lying ground and known as the Abila Springs 

and were formed by the underground flow of the Los Angeles River. Dryden created a system of 

distribution by forming the Los Angeles Water Works Company in 1858, and building a forty-

foot water wheel in the Zanja Madre, as well as other components of the system. This system 

provided running water to the homes of the City’s elite residing near the plaza. Eventually the 

system failed due to seasonal flooding and the plaza’s residents were once again reduced to 

relying on water carted in for their use (Gumprecht, 2001).  

After several more attempts by the City, (who had decided to develop their own water system), 

John Luis Sainsevain, who had been integral in development of the system, owned a lease to the 

domestic supply system and he erected a water wheel at the dam that he had built on the river. In 

addition to the wheel he built a small reservoir with a capacity of the 700,000 gallons near the 

Catholic Cemetery, located at the intersection of North Broadway Street and Bishops Road, 

located approximately 2.15 miles northwest of the Project Site. 

To keep up with demand, the City allowed several private companies to be formed in order to 

provide domestic supplies of water. The City continued to oversee the irrigation system, 

eventually enclosing several of the zanjas or creating ornamental zanjas in several areas 

(Gumprecht, 2001).  

As Southern California grew, the Los Angeles River became an inadequate supply of water for 

the residential and industrial development that gradually displaced agricultural uses. With the 

arrival of the Southern Pacific Railroad, the demand became so great that the Los Angeles City 
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Water Company began tapping the river’s water supply before it even reached the surface. Water 

supply reservoirs began to be used and the zanja system was gradually abandoned and, in some 

cases, dismantled (Gumprecht, 2001). By 1902, the Los Angeles municipal government took back 

jurisdiction of its own water needs and purchased the existing water system, which consisted of 

seven reservoirs and 337 miles of pipe.  

History of the Project Site 

Los Angeles’s exponential growth during the 1920s is well documented; however, it was a 

population boom 40 years earlier that saw Los Angeles become a major American city. While the 

State and City experienced steady expansion through the mid-19th century, the 1880s were a 

period of unprecedented population growth, leading up to “The Great Boom of 1886-87” (Lewis 

Publishing Company, 1889). 

The population boom of the 1880s drove the demand for real estate in Los Angeles. Farmland 

south and east of the City began to be replaced by residential and commercial development. Large 

tracts of agricultural land, now far more valuable for residential development, were subdivided 

and sold (Gumprecht, 2001).  

Industry and commerce in Los Angeles have their roots in agriculture. The California missions 

produced a variety of agricultural products for domestic consumption, including grain, livestock, 

citrus, and wine. During and after secularization, the Californios engaged in international trade of 

hides, beef, and tallow from cattle raised on their extensive ranchos. Severe drought, devastating 

floods, and the breakup of the ranchos brought an end the cattle industry in the 1860s. In the latter 

half of the 19th century, Americans began to settle in and around the Los Angeles pueblo, setting 

up vineyards along the Los Angeles River and dry-farming in outlying regions. 

Most early maps from the 1850s to the 1870s do not depict the Project Site, likely due to the fact 

that it was undeveloped. Gumprecht (2001: 59) depicts the Project Site and the land to south of 

the City center, as agricultural land used for wine grapes, vegetables, fruit and nut groves, and 

pasture land in the 1850’s. Later maps dating from 1884 to 1887, as well as photographs of the 

Project Site and vicinity, indicate that it was part of the D. H. Bliss Tract in 1884, and by 1887 the 

Project Site had been subdivided for development. 

In large part because of this agricultural heritage, the earliest industries in this part of the City 

were related to processing agricultural produce. Flour mills were established in the 1870s and 80s 

to process local grain. Packing houses and cold storage opened along rail alignments to prepare 

citrus and deciduous fruits for shipment, and during the late 19th century, several local wineries 

fermented Los Angeles grapes throughout the City’s growing industrial area.  

According to the Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps and the historic aerial photos provided in the 

Phase I ESA (2014), the Project Site was previously developed for residential and commercial 

use with single family domestic dwellings and a stable in 1906. By 1920 the subject property had 

been developed exclusively for commercial use. From 1920 to 1928, the Project Site was 

redeveloped several times with different commercial buildings. In 1938 the current warehouse 

that is located at the northwestern portion of the Project Site was built and occupied by the Weber 
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Trailer & Manufacturing Co. At this same time the current warehouse located at the center of the 

Project Site was built and occupied by the Merchants Ice & Cold Storage Co. By 1959, the small 

warehouses and storage areas located at the southern portion of the Project Site were demolished 

and the rest of the Project Site was used as parking for the Yellow Cab Co. In 1960, the current 

awning and loading dock structures were built. By 1989, the current warehouse located at the 

southern portion of the Project Site was built and the property was occupied by the Canton Food 

Co. (PSI, 2014). 

Archival Research 

SCCIC Records Search 

A records search for the Project was conducted on December 7, 2017, at the California Historical 

Resources Information System (CHRIS) South Central Coastal Information Center (SCCIC) 

housed at California State University, Fullerton. The records search included a review of all 

recorded cultural resources and previous studies within the Project Site as well as a 0.5-mile 

radius. The 0.5-mile radius is appropriate in developed urban areas in order to provide a context 

with which to conduct sensitivity analysis of the Project Site. 

Previous Cultural Resources Investigations 

The records search results indicate that 47 cultural resources studies have been conducted within 

a 0.5-mile radius of the Project Site. Approximately 45 percent of the 0.5-mile records search 

radius has been included in previous cultural resources studies. Of the 47 previous studies, one 

(LA-13239) overlaps with the Project Site, a study entitled Extent of Zanja Madre, which 

includes maps that depict a segment of the Zanja system (Zanja No. 2). Although segments or 

sections of the larger system have been previously evaluated, the entire Zanja system has not 

been previously evaluated for listing in the National Register, California Register, or for its 

potential to qualify as Historic-Cultural Monuments (HCM) under the City of Los Angeles 

Cultural Heritage Ordinance. For the purposes of this Project, the City, as lead CEQA agency has 

made the discretionary determination to treat the Zanja as a “historical resource” under CEQA 

(Personal communication, City of Los Angeles Planning Staff, July 24, 2018). 

TABLE 1 
PREVIOUS CULTURAL RESOURCES INVESTIGATIONS 

Author/s SCCIC# Title Year 

Anonymous LA-03813 
An Archival Study of a Segment of the Proposed Pacific Pipeline, City of Los 
Angeles, California 

1992 

Anonymous LA-09844 
Draft: Los Angeles Eastside Corridor, Revised Cultural Resources Technical 
Report, Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement/Final Subsequent 
Environmental Impact Report 

2001 

Ashkar, Shahira LA-04834 
Cultural Resources Inventory Report for Williams Communications, Inc. Proposed 
Fiber Optic Cable System Installation Project, Los Angeles to Anaheim, Los 
Angeles and Orange Counties 

1999 

Billat, Lorna LA-09395 Meyers/CA-6357A 300 Avery Street, Los Angeles, CA 2004 
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Author/s SCCIC# Title Year 

Bonner, Wayne and 
Crawford, Kathleen 

LA-12210 
Cultural Resources Records Search and Site Visit Results for T-Mobile West, LLC 
Candidate LA02648A (LA648 Rossmore Hotel) 901 East 6th Street, Los Angeles, 
Los Angeles County, California 

2012 

Bonner, Wayne and 
Crawford, Kathleen 

LA-12211 
Cultural Resources Records Search and Site Visit Results for T-Mobile West, LLC 
Candidate IE05267B (0567 Storage Space Bldg) 300 Avery Street, Los Angeles, 
Los Angeles County, California 

2012 

Bonner, Wayne H. LA-08298 
Cultural Resources Record Search and Site Visit Results for Royal Street 
Communications, Llc Candidate La2915a (skid Row Trust), 676 South Central 
Avenue, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California 

2007 

Bonner, Wayne H. and Sarah 
A. Williams 

LA-08733 
Cultural Resources Records Search Results and Site Visit for Sprint Nextel 
Telecommunications Facility Candidate Ca8283e (van Wyck) 601 South Santa Fe 
Avenue, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California 

2006 

Bray, Madeleine and Vanessa 
Ortiz 

LA-12848 
Final Archaeological Resources Addendum Report for the Los Angeles Department 
of Water and Power La Kretz Innovation Campus Project Los Angeles County, 
California 

2016 

Bray, Madeleine, Vader, 
Michael, and Strauss, Monica 

LA-12665 
Final Archaeological Resources Monitoring Report for the Los Angeles Department 
of Water and Power La Kretz Innovation Campus Project, Los Angeles County, 
California 

2015 

Brown, Joan C. LA-02788 
Archaeological Literature and Records Review, and Impact Analysis for the 
Eastside Corridor Alternatives Los Angeles, California 

1992 

Chasteen, Carrie LA-10451 Finding of Effect - 6th Street Viaduct Seismic Improvement Project 2008 

Daly, Pam and Sikes, Nancy LA-11642 
Westside Subway Extension Project, Historic Properties and Archaeological 
Resources Supplemental Survey Technical Reports 

2012 

Dietler, Sara, Adela Amaral, 
and Linda Kry 

LA-10606 
Final Archaeological Assessment for the Temple Street widening project, City of 
Los Angeles, California 

2010 

Foster, John M. and Roberta 
S. Greenwood 

LA-03923 
Archaeological Investigations at Maintenance of Way Facility, South Santa Fe 
Avenue (CA-LAN-2563h) 

1998 

Fulton, Phil LA-12381 
Cultural Resources Assessment Class I Inventory, Verizon Wireless Services Metro 
Relo Facility City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California 

2013 

Fulton, Phil and Tibbet, Casey LA-12585 
Cultural Resources Assessment Verizon Wireless Services Skid Row Facility City 
of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California 

2013 

Glenn, Brian and Maxon, 
Patrick 

LA-12586 
Archaeological Survey Report for the 6th Street Viaduct Improvement Project City 
of Los Angeles Los Angeles County, California 

2008 

Gray, Deborah LA-04743 
Cultural Resource Assessment for Pacific Bell Mobil Services Facility La 648-07, in 
the County of Los Angeles, California 

1999 

Greenwood, Roberta S. LA-03103 Cultural Resources Impact Mitigation Program Angeles Metro Red Line Segment 1 1993 

Greenwood, Roberta S. LA-07564 Archaeological Status Report: Collections and Reports 1998 

Greenwood, Roberta S. and 
Lee, Portia 

LA-04047 Transportation-related Resources on South Santa Fe Avenue, Los Angeles 1998 

Grimes, Teresa, MacKenzie, 
Jessica, and Fatone, Jessica 

LA-11618 Los Angeles Wholesale Terminal Market Historic Resource Report 2007 

*Gust, Sherri LA-13239 Extent of Zanja Madre 2017 

Hale, Alice E. LA-05426 Negative HPSR Form: Central Ave. Improvements 2001 

Loftus, Shannon LA-11405 
Cultural Resource Records Search and Site Survey AT&T Site LAC778, 4th 
Street/101 Freeway, 300 1/2 Avery Street, Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, 
California 90013 CASPR #3551015013 

2011 
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Author/s SCCIC# Title Year 

Loftus, Shannon LA-11416 
Historic Architectural Resource Finding of Evaluation Summary, AT&T Site 
LAC778, 4th Street/101 Freeway, 300 1/2 Avery Street, Los Angeles County, 
California 90013 CASPR#3551015013 

2011 

McMorris, Christopher LA-07425 
City of Los Angeles Monumental Bridges 1900-1950: Historic Context and 
Evaluation Guidelines 

2004 

McMorris, Christopher LA-07427 
Caltrans Historic Bridge Inventory Update: Metal Truss, Movable, and Steel Arch 
Bridges 

2004 

Ohara, Cindy L. LA-04074 
Sixth Street Viaduct Over Los Angeles River Earthquake Damages - W.o. 
E6000000 Determination of Effect Report 

1989 

Perez, Don LA-12349 
Metro Relo Starkman/Ensite #11976, 544 Mateo Street, Los Angeles, Los Angeles 
County 

2012 

Ramirez, Robert S. and Robin 
D. Turner 

LA-08635 
A Phase I Cultural Resource Assessment and Paleontologic Assessment for the 
Proposed Los Angeles Department of Water and Power Distribution Center #144 in 
the City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California 

2008 

Rogers, Leslie LA-11785 
Final Environmental Impact Statement/Final Environmental Impact Report for the 
Westside Subway Extension 

2012 

Slawson, Dana N. LA-05433 Exposure of Brick Remains Along Central Avenue Little Tokyo, City of Los Angeles 2001 

Smith, Francesca LA-10452 
Historical Resources Evaluation Report - 6th Street Viaduct Seismic Improvement 
Project 

2007 

Snyder, John W., Mikesell, 
Stephen, and Pierzinski 

LA-08252 
Request for Determination of Eligibility for Inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places/Historic Bridges in California: Concrete Arch, Suspension, Steel 
Girder and Steel Arch 

1986 

Speed, Lawrence LA-11048 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) Funded Security Enhancement 
Project (PRJ29112359) - Improved Access Controls, Station Hardening, CCTV 
Surveillance System, and Airborne Particle Detection at Los Angeles Station and 
Maintenance Yard, LA, CA 

2009 

Starzak, Richard LA-04625 
Historic Property Survey Report for the Proposed Alameda Corridor From the Ports 
of Long Beach and Los Angeles to Downtown Los Angeles in Los Angeles County, 
California 

1994 

Supernowicz, Dana E. LA-09426 
Cultural Resources Study of the Little Tokyo Lofts Project Royal Street 
Communications Site No. LA0159D 420 S. San Pedro Street, Los Angeles, Los 
Angeles County, California 

2008 

Tang, Bai "Tom" LA-10638 
Preliminary Historical/ Archaeological Resources Study, Southern California 
Regional Rail Authority (SCRRA) River Subdivision Positive Train Control Project, 
City of Los Angeles, Los Angeles County, California 

2010 

Taniguchi, Christeen LA-08518 
Historic Architectural Survey and Section 106 Compliance for a Proposed Wireless 
Telecommunications Service Facility Located on a Warehouse Building in the City 
of Los Angeles (los Angeles County), California 

2004 

Unknown LA-07178 
Report on Cultural Resources Mitigation and Monitoring Activities Fluor/level (3) 
Los Angeles Local Loops 

2001 

Unknown LA-11710 
Regional Connector Transit Corridor Draft Environmental Impact Statement/ Draft 
Environmental Impact Report, Appendix Y Cultural Resources-Archaeology 

2011 

Wlodarski, Robert J. LA-02577 
Results of a Records Search Phase Conducted for the Proposed Alameda Corridor 
Project, Los Angeles County, California 

1992 

Wlodarski, Robert J. LA-02644 
The Results of a Phase 1 Archaeological Study for the Proposed Alameda 
Transportation Corridor Project, Los Angeles County, California 

1992 

Wlodarski, Robert J. LA-07900 
Records Search and Field Reconnaissance Phase for the Proposed Royal Street 
Communications Wireless Telecommunications Site La0150a (east La/American 
Storage), Located at 300 South Avery Street, Los Angeles, California 90013. 

2006 

Wood, Catherine M. LA-08276 
Archaeological Survey Report for the James M. Wood Apartments Project Located 
at 408 E. 5th Street and 506 S. San Julian Street Los Angeles, California 

2007 
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Author/s SCCIC# Title Year 

 
*Indicates study overlaps Project Site 

 

 

Previously Recorded Cultural Resources 

The records search results indicate that five resources have been previously recorded within the 

0.5-mile records search radius (Table 2). These resources include five historic archaeological 

resources: (P-19-002610, P-19-003338H, P-19-004192, P-19-004193, and P-19-004460). These 

resources are not currently listed as eligible for the National Register or the California Register. 

No archaeological or historic architectural resources have been previously recorded within the 

Project Site itself.  

TABLE 2 
PREVIOUSLY RECORDED CULTURAL RESOURCES 

Primary 
Number 
(P-19-) 

Trinomial 
(CA-LAN-) Description 

Date 
Recorded 

2610 2610H 
Historic-period road “Old Santa Fe Avenue”: stone pavement and 
street car line.  

1997 

3338 3338H 
Historic-period archaeological site refuse deposits dating to the 
late 19th and early 20th centuries.  

2000 

4192 4192H 
Historic-period archaeological site: four discrete refuse scatter 
dating to the early 20th centuries.  

2010 

4193 4193H Historic-period archaeological site: roadway and refuse deposit  2010 

4460 4460H 
Historic-period archaeological site: foundations, refuse deposits 
dating to the late 19th and early 20th centuries 

2014; 
2016 

Sacred Lands File Search 

The NAHC maintains a confidential Sacred Lands File (SLF) which contains sites of traditional, 

cultural, or religious value to the Native American community. The NAHC was contacted on 

December 6, 2017 to request a search of the SLF. The NAHC responded to the request in a letter 

dated December 20, 2017. The NAHC’s letter states that sites are known to be located within the 

Project Site, but did not provide specific information regarding these sites (Appendix B). The 

City, as lead CEQA agency, has conducted consultation with tribes who are traditionally and 

culturally affiliated with the geographic area associated with the Project Site pursuant to 

Assembly Bill 52 and its relevant implementing regulations. 

Zanja Specific Map Research 

As there are no surface indications for the majority of the Zanja system, data is reliant on over 

100-year old historic maps and records, as well as projects which have encountered it during 

ground disturbance. The entire Zanja system has been mapped and put on file with the SCCIC. 

However, the map (likely Stevenson 1884) used to create the file may not be the most accurate or 

best map available for certain areas, so additional research is generally needed to confirm or 

supplement this information. Site records from the SCCIC indicate that the Zanja system has 
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been encountered up to a dozen times throughout the downtown area including several areas 

within Chinatown and Little Tokyo. The various lines of the Zanja system have been represented 

in the historical record as above ground decorative open trenches, cement pipes, brick conduits, 

and wrought iron pipes, in various locations. It has been recorded just below the surface of 

sidewalks and pavement and up to 15-feet in depth below grade.  

Two maps, Rowan (1887) and Stevenson (1884) depict Zanja No. 2 in the vicinity of the Project 

Site; however, the level of accuracy of these maps is currently unknown. The Stevenson (1884) 

Map (Figure 3) specifically shows Zanja No. 2 as located southwest of the Project Site running 

along Alameda Street and then it heads east for approximately two blocks and then turns north 

and roughly follows what is now Seaton Street. While Rowan (1887) Figure 4 depicts Zanja No. 

2 only as far as Alameda Street and does not show its more northern portion in relation to the 

Project Site. This is likely due to the fact that the Rowan Map shows the area north of Palmetto 

Street as subdivided and the Rowan Map appears to only show portions of the Zanja that were 

open ditches or still being used as irrigation for agriculture as the areas that are subdivided do not 

depict the alignments in general on that map. Zanja No. 2 is believed to have commenced at 

“Short Fourth Street and then flowed west to mid-block between Colyton and Seaton Streets, then 

south to Palmetto, west to Alameda and south to the city limits in a flume box 3 feet wide and a 

foot deep. For a short time, a branch was extended from Zanja No. 2 at a point below Thirty-eight 

Street west to Compton Avenue, but this was soon abandoned and that district was served by 

Zanja No. 3” (Layne, 1952). Exhaustive additional research was conducted to find parcel specific 

historic information depicting the Zanja within the Project Site was not successful.  
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Figure 3 Confidential  
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Figure 4 Confidential  
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As described above, as agriculture spread and developed south of the City center new Zanjas 

(Figure 5) were built for irrigation. The first offshoot of the Zanja Madre was Zanja No. 1 in 

1857. It was gradually extended south and eventually was nearly three miles in length. Ditches 

were typically three feet wide and a foot deep and were open earthen ditches dug into the porous 

sandy ground. Landowners requiring a ditch for irrigation could apply for a permit to dig the 

ditches. Landowners with rights to the ditches had to supply Indian laborers (Figure 6) to 

sometimes dig and to maintain ditches in exchange for their rights to it. “Drunken Indians were 

often forced to labor in the fields of the colonists or to help maintain the city’s irrigation ditches” 

(Engelhardt, 1927). As quoted by Horace Bell (1881), “After sundown the marshal would drive 

the group of Indians to a corral in the rear of Downey Block, where they would sleep away their 

intoxication, and in the morning they would be available for sale. They would be sold for a week 

and bought by the vineyard men and others at process ranging from one to three dollars. One third 

of which was to paid to the Indian at the end of the week”. However, generally they were paid in 

brandy and the cycle would begin again. Bell notes that, “Los Angeles had its slave mart as well 

as New Orleans and Constantinople, however the slave at the Los Angeles mart was sold 52 times 

a year as long as he lived. Thousands of honest, useful people were absolutely destroyed in this 

way”. (1881). 

 
 1100 N 5th Street Project 

SOURCE: LA DWP n.d. Figure 5 
“View of the Zanja” 
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 1100 N 5th Street Project 

SOURCE: Huntington Library 1885 Figure 6 
“Indian Zanjero at River Entrance to Zanja Approximately 

1885” 

Historic Map and Aerial Photograph Review  

Topographic maps, Sanborn maps, and aerial photographs were found in the Phase I ESA Report 

and were examined to provide historical information about the Project Site and to contribute to an 

assessment of the Project Site’s archaeological sensitivity (PSI, 2014; GPA, 2017). Available 

maps include the following: 1894, 1896 and 1900 Los Angeles, 15 minute quadrangles; 1928, 

1953, 1966, 1972, 1981, and 1994 Los Angeles 7.5 minute topographic quadrangles. 1900, 1906, 

1950, 1953, 1954, 1959, 1960, 1967, and 1970 Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps. Historic aerial 

photographs of the Project Site from the years 1923, 1928, 1938, 1948, 1952, 1948, 1952, 1964, 

1972, 1977, 1983, 1989, 1994, 2002, 2005, 2009, 2018, 2012 were also examined. 

The 1894, 1896, and 1900 topographic maps identify the Project Site with urban development 

which became more dense by 1953. The 1966, 1972, 1981, and 1994 topographic maps depict the 

Project Site and immediately surrounding area of Los Angeles to the east of the Civic Center and 
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west of the Los Angeles River. No individual structures are identified on the Project Site within 

the topographic maps (PSI, 2014).  

The 1906 Sanborn Map depicts the Project Site as platted for residential development and show 

three residential structures and a stable. The map identifies the tenants of the Project Site as 

Merchants Ice and Cold Storage Company (PSI, 2014). According to the 1923 and 1928 aerial 

photographs, the Project Site appears to be developed with several warehouse and commercial 

buildings. By 1928, the Project Site is partially vacant. The 1938, 1942, and 1952 aerial 

photographs and 1950, 1953, and 1954 Sanborn Maps depict the Project Site to be developed 

with the current warehouse building located at the northwestern portion of the property and 

current warehouse located near the central portion of the Project Site. The Project Site is also 

developed with several other smaller warehouse/commercial buildings. Additionally, the Sanborn 

Maps identify Merchants Ice and Cold Storage Company and Weber Trailer & Manufacturing 

company as tenants of the Project Site. The 1959 Sanborn Map depicts the Project Site to be 

developed with the current warehouse located in the northwestern portion of the Project Site and 

the current warehouse located in the center of the Project Site, and the remaining is undeveloped 

parking areas. The map also identifies the tenants of the Project Site as Yellow Cab Company 

(Airport Transit Company). The 1960, 1967, and 1970 Sanborn Maps and the 1964 aerial 

photographs show little change to the Project Site with the exception of current loading docks and 

awning structures, which remain unchanged through 2012 (PSI, 2014).  

Geoarchaeological Review 

A desktop geoarchaeological review was conducted by Chris Lockwood, Ph.D., RPA, on January 

25, 2018. The purpose of the review was to characterize the geology of the Project Site and assess 

the potential for the presence of subsurface archaeological resources in the Project Site. 

Geology 

The Project Site is situated in the Los Angeles Basin, a sedimentary basin approximately 50 miles 

long and 20 miles wide (Ingersoll and Rumelhart, 1999). The Basin is bounded on the north and 

east by the Santa Monica Mountains and Puente, Elysian, and Repetto Hills (Yerkes et al., 1965). 

The Basin formed between 18 and 3 million years ago as a result of tectonic subsidence (Critelli 

et al., 1995). Continuous sedimentation into the Basin began during the middle Miocene around 

13 million years, as thousands of feet of sediments were deposited in a marine environment 

(Yerkes et al., 1965). Deposition of terrestrial alluvial sediments commenced after sea level 

dropped during the Pleistocene.  

Soils 

Surface geology of the Project Site is mapped as Holocene-aged alluvium (Dibblee and 

Ehrenspeck, 1989). The sediments consist primarily of well-sorted, unconsolidated silts and sands 

representing overbank flooding from the Los Angeles River. These fine-grained sediments are 

interbedded with coarser grained sand and gravels deposited within former channels. The 

Holocene-aged alluvium is underlain by older Pleistocene-aged alluvium. The older alluvium 

consists of gravel, sand and silt, and is weakly consolidated (dense), differentiating it from the 

younger alluvium. The depth at which younger alluvium transitions to older alluvium has not 
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been determined in the Project Site. The older alluvium is underlain marine and nonmarine 

bedrock of the Fernando Formation (Dibblee and Ehrenspeck, 1989). The top of the Fernando 

Formation has been found at 200-250 feet bgs in the vicinity of the Project Site (Yerkes et al., 

1977). 

Site-specific geotechnical investigations reveal the Project Site surface is paved and contains a 

layer of placed fill approximately 3 feet (0.9 meters) thick (Geotechnologies, Inc., 2017). Two 

borings completed at the site (B-1 and B-2) reveal that loose to medium dense, likely Holocene-

aged, silts and sands underlie the fill to a depth of approximately 18 to 20 feet (5.5 to 6.1 meters) 

bgs; below this is a relatively thin layer or bed of very dense sand with gravel. The shift in 

sediment grain size reflects changes in fluvial competence or energy, and suggests a transition 

from a channel bed (sand and gravel) environment to a floodplain (silt and sand) environment. 

Archaeological Sensitivity 

The vertical accretion of overbank flood deposits would be generally favorable for in situ burial 

and preservation of any archaeological sites located on the floodplain; thus, fine-grained younger 

alluvium is considered to have high sensitivity for buried archaeological sites. Channel deposits 

are less likely to bury and preserve intact archaeological sites; thus, coarse-grained younger 

alluvium is considered to have low sensitivity for buried archaeological sites. As noted above, the 

depth of transition from younger to older alluvium is unknown. However, the general principle 

that fine-grained floodplain sediments are more amenable to site preservation than coarse-grained 

channel bed deposits may be applied equally to Pleistocene-aged older alluvium, provided the 

deposits date to the time of human presence in Southern California. 

Cultural Resources Survey 

Methods and Results 

A survey of the Project Site (Figure 7 and Figure 8) was conducted on December 12, 2017, by 

ESA archaeologists Sara Dietler, B.A., and Vanessa Ortiz, M.A., RPA. Given the developed 

nature of the Project Site the survey consisted of inspecting any open ground surfaces and 

pavement surfaces for any indications of below grade features. Photographs of the site and 

surroundings were taken throughout. No evidence of surface artifacts, features, or evidence of the 

Zanja was noted during the survey although the Project Site was 95 percent obscured with paving 

and buildings.  
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  1100 E. 5th Street Project 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 Figure 7 
View of the Project Site, View to Southwest 
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  1100 E. 5th Street Project 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 Figure 8 
View of the Project Site, View to North 

 

Extended Phase I Testing 

As previously stated, the City has determined to treat Zanja-related resources as “historical 

resources” as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)(3) for purposes of this Project. An 

Extended Phase I (XPI) testing program was developed to test for the presence of and identify the 

mapped location of the Zanja No. 2.  

Methods  

An XPI testing plan was developed that identified the methodology used for the testing program 

(Appendix C). This included mechanical trenching with the use of a backhoe fitted with a 3.5-

foot-wide smooth-edged bucket. Mechanical excavation facilitates more expedited understanding 

of the depth, horizontal extent, and contents of a deposit. Two trench excavation locations were 

identified  based on the mapped location of the Zanja No. 2, each measuring 25 linear feet 

(Figure 9). Trench excavations were directed by an archaeologist and proceeded at a pace 

appropriate for maximum visibility, as determined by the field director. Soils from the trench 

were placed on tarps and periodically inspected for artifacts. A sample of every tenth bucket load 

were screened by the archaeologist when the archaeologist determined the potential for 

archaeological sensitivity.  
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Figure 9. Confidential  
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Results  

Two trenches (Trench 1 and Trench 2), totaling in 50 linear feet, were excavated . Both trenches 

were excavated to depths ranging 1 to 5 feet bgs. The results of the XPI testing program were 

inconclusive for the location and depth of Zanja No. 2; however, a number of artifacts were 

observed and collected. Trench descriptions and results are as follows: 

Trench 1 

Trench 1 included four soil strata. (Stratum I) concrete surface up to 6 inches bgs (Stratum II) 

clay/silt material, dark brown in color (7.5 YR 3/2 on the Munsell chart), with historic fragments 

of various materials up to 12 inches bgs, (Stratum III) concrete slab with large gravels, up to 17 

inches bgs, and (Stratum IV) silty sand, dark brown in color (7.5 YR 4/2 on the Munsell chart) up 

to 60 inches bgs (Figure 10).  

 
  1100 E. 5th Street Project 

SOURCE: ESA, 2018 Figure 10 
Trench 1 South Wall Profile 

Strata I and II 

The upper most floor layer, contained miscellaneous wood, ceramic, metal and faunal fragments. 

Also present was a multi-layered concrete surface with a partial wood beam and tar paper 

beneath, running east to west along the western portion of the trench (Figure 11). 

 

 

  1100 E. 5th Street Project 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 Figure 11 

Trench 1 Stratum I and II, Confidential 
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A bucket sample was screened at 12 inches bgs and diagnostic materials were collected. A total 

of 19 artifacts were recovered and taken to the archaeological lab for processing. The artifacts 

collected included seven ceramic tableware fragments, six glass bottle fragments, two glass jar 

fragments, one glass tableware fragment, one cow bone fragment, and once Pismo clam fragment. 

Diagnostic materials indicate the date range for this collection between early 19th and 20th 

centuries. Using the backhoe the crew broke through the concrete layer after documenting and 

collecting the associated materials. Only the eastern half could be easily broken through however 

and only 12.5-feet on the east side of the trench were fully excavated.  

Stratum III 

A bucket sample was screened at 17 inches bgs, below the multi-layered concrete surface. No 

artifacts were collected, however concrete fragments and metal wires were noted (Figure 12).  

 

 

  1100 E. 5th Street Project 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 Figure 12 

Trench 1 Stratum III, Confidential 

Stratum IV 

A bucket sample was screened at 60 inches bgs. No cultural constituents were collected or 

observed. The south wall contains an underground cement structure with two wood forms that 

likely is the northern edge of a foundation that extends to the south and is present under the 

surface of the current paving (Feature 1) (Figure 13 and 14). 

 

 

  1100 E. 5th Street Project 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 Figure 13 

Trench 1 Stratum IV, Confidential 

 

 

  1100 E. 5th Street Project 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 Figure 14 

Trench 1. Feature 1,  Confidential 

Trench 2 

Trench 3 included three soil strata comprised of what appeared to be mainly undisturbed recent 

alluvium. (Stratum I) concrete surface up to 6 inches bgs (Stratum II) clay/silt material, dark 

brown in color (10 YR 7/2 on the Munsell chart) and (Stratum III) poorly sorted sand with some 
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silt, light brown in color (10 YR 6/2 on the Munsell chart) up to 60 inches bgs (Figure 15). 

Trench 2 was negative for features and artifacts and soils was mainly consistent. 

 

  1100 E. 5th Street Project 
SOURCE: ESA, 2018 Figure 15 

Trench 2 North Wall Profile, Confidential 

 

Field notes and artifact catalog are included in Appendix D. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

As a result of the SCCIC records research conducted for the Project, the Zanja Conduit System 

branch Zanja No. 2 is mapped in the vicinity of the Project Site. The Zanja has not been 

previously evaluated for listing in the National Register, California Register, or for its potential to 

qualify as HCM under the City of Los Angeles Cultural Heritage Ordinance. Nonetheless, for the 

purposes of this Project, the City as lead CEQA agency, has made the discretionary determination 

to treat the Zanja as a “historical resource” under CEQA. Additionally, the results of the XPI 

testing program provided inconclusive results regarding the location and depth of Zanja No.2, 

however the XPI testing program did result in a number of archaeological artifacts and features 

identified during testing dating to the early 18th and 19th centuries. 

Although no known archaeological sites have been previously recorded within the Project Site, 

the closest known archaeological resource is located in the vicinity of the Project Site and 

consists of a historic-period archaeological site that includes 25 refuse deposits and two structural 

foundations, similar to what was observed during the XPI testing program. Additionally, the 

Zanja alignment is located in the vicinity of the Project Site as mapped on the Stevenson (1884) 

map.  However, the maps reviewed during archival research could have some level of error in 

locating the zanja; thus, there remains a possibility that the Zanja will not be encountered during 

construction of the Project. Given the low degree of disturbance associated with the construction 

of the buildings currently present within the Project Site, and the historic occupation of the Site, 

there is a high likelihood of encountering subsurface archaeological deposits during Project-

related ground disturbance. The Project would include ground disturbing activities associated 

with the demolition of the existing buildings and surface parking lot, and the construction of a 

subterranean parking structure, and potential off-site work directly adjacent in the public right-of-

way related to utilities or street improvements. There exists the possibility that these ground 

disturbing activities could impact pockets of undisturbed soil containing previously unidentified 

archaeological deposits that may qualify as historical resources and/or unique archaeological 

resources pursuant to CEQA. 

As noted in the geoarchaeological review, the Project sediments consist primarily of well-sorted, 

unconsolidated silts and sands representing overbank flooding from the Los Angeles River. These 

fine-grained sediments are interbedded with coarser grained sand and gravels deposited within 

former channels. The vertical accretion of overbank flood deposits would be generally favorable 
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for in situ burial and preservation of any archaeological sites located on the floodplain; thus, fine-

grained younger alluvium is considered to have a higher sensitivity for buried archaeological 

sites. Additionally, the NAHC Sacred Lands File returned positive for Native American cultural 

resources or sacred sites within the Project Site or vicinity. 

Review of historic aerial photographs and Sanborn Maps indicate that the Project Site was 

developed and used for residential purposes in the late 19th century through the turn of the 

century. One existing building on the Project Site does contain a basement. The other two 

existing buildings on the Project Site were constructed without a basement, and assumed to  not 

have likely destroyed any potential subsurface remnants associated with the residential dwellings 

that were constructed in the late 19th century, if any such remnants do exist. The geotechnical 

report prepared for the Project indicates that the Project Site is underlain by 3 feet of historic fill, 

which likely represents a historic disturbance layer. Such layers are unlikely to represent imported 

fill but instead be the result of historic development and demolition and can contain historic 

period archaeological resources. This was further evidenced by the XPI testing which 

encountered historic period artifacts and the edge of a historic foundation which will be 

encountered during testing and will require recordation.  

Based on the 1906 Sanborn Map (Figure 16), Trench 1 was the location of where the stables in 

the Merchants Ice and Cold Storage facility are presumed to have been. According to the 1950 

Sanborn Map (Figure 17), the location of Trench 1 was where the Freezing Tanks for the 

6Merchants Ice and Cold Storage facility were presumed to have been located. The vertical 

cement floor is likely related to this early development but which era is unknown based on the 

data available. Feature 1 could be related to the later freezing tanks or be a portion of foundation 

for the stables or other historic development on the site. The artifacts uncovered in association 

with the cement floor in Trench 1 were primarily domestic refuse. The items that could be dated 

are from the turn of the century, 1880’s to the 1920’s. It is likely these items were related to the 

early domestic uses on the site shown on the 1906 Sanborn just to the north of the stables. They 

were present within soil on top of the cement layer and were likely within sediments used for fill 

from another part of the site. Project excavation, planned to extend 47-feet in depth within the 

Project Site and potential off-site ground disturbance directly adjacent in the public right-of-way, 

would impact both the historic fill layer as well as the native soils beneath which have the 

potential to contain  
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Figure 16 Confidential 
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Figure 17 Confidential  
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prehistoric and/or historic archaeological resources, such as those encountered during the testing, 

which could qualify as historical resources or unique archaeological resources under CEQA.  

Given the low degree of past disturbance within the Project Site underneath the first several feet 

below the ground’s surface, and the potential to encounter intact buried archaeological resources, 

that qualify as historical resources or unique archaeological resources under CEQA, the following 

recommendations are provided to help reduce or avoid potential adverse effects on previously 

unknown archaeological resources and human remains that could be discovered during Project 

ground disturbing activities. In addition, mitigation is recommended to ensure that Zanja No. 2 is 

protected during Project-related construction and that impacts to this resource would be less than 

significant with mitigation. 

Impacts to subsurface archaeological or Native American resources that qualify as historical or 

unique archaeological resources under CEQA would be a potentially significant impact. 

Mitigation Measures (described in detail in the Recommendations section below) are 

recommended to ensure that impacts to archaeological resources would be less than significant. 

Recommendations and Mitigation 

The following mitigation measures are recommended to reduce or avoid impacts to historical 

resources, unique archaeological resources, and human remains consistent with the requirements 

of CEQA: 

• Prior to the issuance of a demolition permit, the Applicant shall retain a qualified 

Archaeologist who meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional 

Qualifications Standards (qualified Archaeologist) to oversee an archaeological 

monitor who shall be present during construction activities on the Project Site 

such as demolition, clearing/grubbing, grading, trenching, or any other 

construction excavation activity associated with the Project. The activities to be 

monitored shall also include off-site improvements in the vicinity of the Project 

Site, such as utility, sidewalk, or road improvements. The monitor shall have the 

authority to direct the pace of construction equipment in areas of higher 

sensitivity. The frequency of monitoring shall be based on the rate of excavation 

and grading activities, the materials being excavated (younger sediments vs. 

older sediments), and the depth of excavation, and if found, the abundance and 

type of archaeological resources encountered. Full-time monitoring may be 

reduced to part-time inspections, or ceased entirely, if determined adequate by 

the qualified Archaeologist. Prior to commencement of excavation activities, an 

Archaeological Sensitivity Training shall be given for construction personnel. 

The training session, shall be carried out by the qualified Archaeologist, will 

focus on how to identify archaeological resources that may be encountered 

during earthmoving activities, and the procedures to be followed in such an 

event. 

• In the location of Trench 1 and Feature 1, during the demolition and grading, the 

qualified archaeologist will direct construction crews to fully expose the feature 

and make recommendation for documentation and evaluation of the feature under 
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CEQA. Once the Feature and any associated features or materials are 

documented and evaluated, this information will be included in the final report 

and DPR 523 forms. Additional recommendations regarding the handling and 

treatment of these resources will be at the discretion of the qualified 

archaeologist.   

• In the event that historic (e.g., bottles, foundations, refuse dumps/privies, 

railroads, etc.) or prehistoric (e.g., hearths, burials, stone tools, shell and faunal 

bone remains, etc.) archaeological resources are unearthed, ground-disturbing 

activities shall be halted or diverted away from the vicinity of the find so that the 

find can be evaluated. A 25-foot buffer shall be established by the qualified 

Archaeologist around the find where construction activities shall not be allowed 

to continue. Work shall be allowed to continue outside of the buffer area. All 

archaeological resources unearthed by Project construction activities shall be 

evaluated by the qualified Archaeologist. If a resource is determined by the 

qualified Archaeologist to constitute a “historical resource” pursuant to CEQA 

Guidelines Section 15064.5(a) or a “unique archaeological resource” pursuant to 

Public Resources Code Section 21083.2(g), the qualified Archaeologist shall 

coordinate with the Applicant and the Department of City Planning to develop a 

formal treatment plan that would serve to reduce impacts to the resources. If any 

prehistoric archaeological sites are encountered within the project area, 

consultation with interested Native American parties will be conducted to apprise 

them of any such findings and solicit any comments they may have regarding 

appropriate treatment and disposition of the resources. The treatment plan 

established for the resources shall be in accordance with CEQA Guidelines 

Section 15064.5(f) for historical resources and Public Resources Code Sections 

21083.2(b) for unique archaeological resources. Preservation in place (i.e., 

avoidance) is the preferred manner of treatment.  If in coordination with the 

Department of City Planning, it is determined that preservation in place is not 

feasible, appropriate treatment of the resource shall be developed by the qualified 

Archaeologist in coordination with the Department of City Planning and may 

include implementation of archaeological data recovery excavations to remove 

the resource along with subsequent laboratory processing and analysis. Any 

archaeological material collected shall be curated at a public, non-profit 

institution with a research interest in the materials, if such an institution agrees to 

accept the material. If no institution accepts the archaeological material, they 

shall be donated to a local school or historical society in the area for educational 

purposes. 

• The qualified Archaeologist shall prepare a final report and appropriate 

California Department of Parks and Recreation Site Forms at the conclusion of 

archaeological monitoring. The report shall include a description of resources 

unearthed, if any, treatment of the resources, results of the artifact processing, 

analysis, and research, and evaluation of the resources with respect to the 
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California Register and CEQA. The report and the Site Forms shall be submitted 

by the Project applicant to the Department of City Planning, the South Central 

Coastal Information Center, and representatives of other appropriate or 

concerned agencies to signify the satisfactory completion of the development and 

required mitigation measures. 

Zanja Conveyance System 

As previously indicated, the City has determined to treat Zanja-related resources as “historical 

resources” as defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(a)(3) for purposes of this Project. 

• The following mitigation would reduce potential impacts to the Zanja. In the 

event that Zanja Conduit System-related infrastructure is unearthed, ground-

disturbing activities shall be halted or diverted away from the vicinity of the find 

so that the find can be evaluated. An appropriate exclusion area that takes into 

account the linear nature of the resource shall be established by a qualified 

Archaeologist, meeting the Secretary of the Interior Standards in Archaeology. 

Construction activities shall not be allowed to continue within the exclusion area 

until directed by the qualified Archaeologist in consultation with the Department 

of City Planning, but work shall be allowed to continue outside of the exclusion 

area. The qualified Archaeologist shall coordinate with the Applicant, the 

Department of City Planning, and the City’s Office of Historic Resources to 

develop a formal treatment plan for the resource that would serve to mitigate 

impacts to the resource(s). The treatment measures listed in California Code of 

Regulations Section 15126.4(b) shall be considered when determining 

appropriate treatment for the Zanja resource. As noted in California Code of 

Regulations Section 15126.4(b)(A), preservation in place (i.e., avoidance) is the 

preferred manner of mitigating impacts to archaeological sites. If in coordination 

with the Department of City Planning, it is determined that preservation in place 

is not feasible, other treatment measures for the resource shall be developed by 

the qualified Archaeologist in coordination with the Office of Historic Resources 

and with final approval by the Department of City Planning. Treatment would be 

designed to address the resource’s eligibility under Criterion 1 (significant 

events) and 4 (scientific data) and may include implementation of data recovery 

excavations to remove the resource along with subsequent laboratory processing 

and analysis; a commemoration program that includes the development of an 

interpretive exhibit/display or plaque at the Project Site; and/or other public 

educational and/or interpretive treatment measures determined appropriate by the 

qualified Archaeologist in consultation with the City’s Office of Historic 

Resources. Any associated artifacts collected that are not made part of the 

interpretation/education collected may be curated at a public, non-profit 

institution with a research interest in the materials, if such an institution agrees to 

accept the material. If no institution accepts the material, it shall be offered for 

donation to a local school or historical society in the area for educational 
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purposes. The qualified Archaeologist shall prepare a final report and appropriate 

California Department of Parks and Recreation Site Forms (Site Forms) for the 

Zanja resource. The report shall outline the treatment measures implemented, 

include a description of the resources unearthed, results of any artifact 

processing, analysis, and research. The report and the Site Forms shall be 

submitted by the qualified Archaeologist to the City and the SCCIC. 
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Monica has successfully completed dozens of cultural resources projects 
throughout California and the greater southwest, where she assists clients in 
navigating cultural resources compliance issues in the context of CEQA, NEPA, 
and Section 106. Monica has extensive experience with archaeological 
resources, historic buildings and infrastructure, landscapes, and Tribal 
resources, including Traditional Cultural Properties. Monica manages a staff of 
cultural resources specialists throughout the region who conduct Phase 1 
archaeological/paleontological and historic architectural surveys, construction 
monitoring, Native American consultation, archaeological testing and treatment, 
historic resource significance evaluations, and large-scale data recovery 
programs. She maintains excellent relationships with agency staff and Tribal 
representatives. Additionally, Monica manages a general compliance monitoring 
team who support clients and agencies in ensuring the daily in-field compliance 
of overall project mitigation measures. 

Orange County, Saddle Crest Homes Project EIR, Orange County, CA. Cultural 
Resources Project Director. The Saddle Crest project includes the development 
of  65 residential homes on an approximately 113.7-acre site.  Monica managed 
the preparation of a Cultural Resources EIR section as well as a Phase 1 
archaeological resources assessment. As part of the Phase 1 archaeological 
resources assessment, a literature review, a pedestrian survey, and Native 
American outreach were undertaken to meet CEQA compliance requirements. 
 
Irvine Ranch Water District, Baker Treatment Plant, Orange County, CA. Cultural 
Resources Principal Investigator. ESA was retained by the Irvine Ranch Water 
District to provide environmental compliance services. In support of an EIR for 
the upgrade of the IRWD’s Baker Treatment Plant near Lake Forest, ESA cultural 
resources staff conducted a Phase I Cultural Resources Assessment. Monica 
directed the archival research, a series of pedestrian surveys, and oversaw the 
preparation of Phase I Cultural resources Technical reports and the cultural 
resources section of the EIR.  
 
Topock Compressor Station Remediation CEQA Services. Mohave County, AZ and 
San Bernardino County, CA. Cultural Resources Project Director. Monica is 
overseeing the preparation of cultural resources EIR sections and is providing 
project support to the California Department of Toxic Substances Control 
(DTSC), including facilitating Native American involvement. DTSC provides 
oversight of the site investigation and cleanup activities for the Pacific Gas and 
Electric Company (PG&E) Topock Gas Compressor Station, located in San 
Bernardino County, 15 miles southeast of Needles, California. Groundwater 
samples taken under and near the Station were found to be contaminated with 
hexavalent chromium and other chemicals as result of past disposal activities. 
Soils contamination is also present at the site, requiring investigation and 
cleanup. These activities are highly scrutinized by the regional Native American 
Tribes because the area has important cultural and religious significance. ESA is 
currently preparing an EIR for soil investigations and will be conducting CEQA 
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evaluations that tier off of the Program EIR for the Groundwater Remedy. 
Additional project-specific EIRs may be required for the final remedy, which is 
currently undergoing engineering design. ESA will provide these services as 
well as lead the Native American and public participation efforts.  
 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, Path 46 Clearance Surveys, San 
Bernardino, CA. Project Director. ESA has been tasked by Los Angeles 
Department of Water and Power (LADWP) to conduct required surveys for the 
Path 46 Transmission Line Clearances Project. The project’s objective is to 
restore required code clearances to the transmission conductors, which will be 
accomplished by grading the ground surface underneath the transmission lines 
to achieve required height consistency. The work is being conducted in 
compliance with BLM guidelines and federal laws and statutes. Biological, 
archaeological, and paleontological resource surveys are currently being 
conducted for the 77 proposed grading areas, staging areas, and roads. Reports 
will be written documenting the results of the surveys and providing 
recommendations on the areas for access, staging areas, and soil distribution 
that would have the least amount of impacts on natural resources. Monica is 
providing support to LADWP in their coordination with the BLM, including 
providing oversight of map preparation, field surveys, and preparation of pre-
field research designs and post-field technical reports. 
 
Ballona Wetlands Restoration EIR, Los Angeles County, CA. Cultural Resources 
Project Director. As part of the development of the restoration plan for the 
Ballona Wetlands, the ESA project team characterized existing conditions that 
included water and sediment sampling and analysis. The water and sediment 
quality sampling was performed to develop and evaluate potential restoration 
alternatives, and to develop a conceptual plan. The ESA project team compiled 
existing data on and conducted additional sampling for water and sediment to 
assess potential effects on the proposed wetland restoration habitat from the 
use of urban runoff and tidal in-flow from Ballona Creek. These data were used 
to complete a baseline report and restoration alternatives assessment. Monica 
is assisting the CSCC in fulfilling Army Corps of Engineers requirements under 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. In addition, she is 
coordinating with Tribal members and is overseeing a team of resource 
specialists who are compiling cultural resources technical in preparation of the 
EIR’s Cultural Resources section.   
 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power La Kretz Innovation Campus, Los 
Angeles County, CA. Project Director. The project involved the rehabilitation of 
the 61,000-square-foot building located at 518-524 Colyton Street, demolition 
of the building located at 537-551 Hewitt Street, and construction of an open 
space public plaza and surface parking lot, and involved compliance with 
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and consultation with the 
California State Historic Preservation Officer. ESA is providing archaeological 
monitoring and data recovery services and is assisting LADWP with meeting 
their requirements for  Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. 
Monica is providing oversight to archaeological monitors and crew conducting 
resource data recovery and laboratory analysis, and is providing guidance to 
LADWP on meeting Section 106 requirements. 
 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power Lone Pine Landfill Paleontological 
Resources Recovery, Inyo County, CA. Cultural Resources Project Director. At the 
request of LADWP, ESA responded to a discovery of large mammal bone at the 
Lone Pine Landfill in an area where borrow materials were being excavated. 



 

ESA conducted geologic map research and recovered what was identified as a 
mammoth tusk. The tusk was stabilized, prepared for curation, and transported 
to a storage facility. Monica provided senior oversight of the paleontological 
resources recovery team and conducted paleontological resources sensitivity 
training and guidance to landfill staff in the event additional material are 
encountered. 
 
City of Los Angeles Recreation and Parks, Hansen Dam Skate Park Project, Los 
Angeles County, CA. Cultural Resources Principal Investigator. ESA prepared a 
joint EA and IS/MND for the Los Angeles Department of Recreation and Parks in 
coordination with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) for a proposed 
skate park facility within the Hansen Dam Recreation Area. Monica managed a 
Phase I Cultural resources Study, coordinated with the Army Corps of Engineers 
and provided senior review for the EA/IS/MND cultural resources section.  
 
Los Angeles Unified School District, Central Los Angeles High School #9. Los 
Angeles, CA. Project Director. ESA contributed to Data Recovery Report sections 
for Los Angeles Unified School District’s Central High School #9, constructed in 
downtown Los Angeles. Between 2004 and 2009, Monica led a team of 
archaeological staff of ten who conducted archaeological monitoring and data 
recovery of archaeological materials in connection with the 19th century Los 
Angeles City Cemetery. She coordinated with the Los Angeles County Coroner 
and office of Vital Statistics to obtain disinterment permits and developed a 
mitigation plan incorporating components related to the future disposition of 
remains, artifact curation, and commemoration. She directed an extensive 
historical research effort to identify the human remains, and at the request of 
the client, participated in public outreach and coordination with media.  
 
Bureau of Land Management, On-Call Cultural Resources Services, Riverside 
County, CA. Project Manager. ESA has been retained by the Bureau of Land 
Management under an on-call contract to provide cultural resource services 
including compliance monitoring for projects under Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) jurisdiction. Monica managed a number of projects for the 
BLM (Palm Springs South Coast Field Office) providing a wide range of cultural 
resources services for solar projects and other projects taking place on BLM 
lands in compliance with Section 106 and specified BLM protocols. Services that 
she and her staff provide under this contract include compliance monitoring 
and peer review, Phase I archaeological resources surveys, resource 
evaluations, the preparation of reports, and Native American consultation. 
Projects completed under this contract include Dos Palmas Phase I Survey and 
Archaeological Monitoring, National Monument Phase I Survey, Windy Pointe 
Archaeological Monitoring, and Fast and the Furious Phase I Survey. 
 



Sara Dietler 
Archaeologist 

Sara is a senior archaeology and paleontology lead with 20 years of experience in 
cultural resources management in Southern California. As a senior project 
manager, she manages technical studies including archaeological and 
paleontological assessments and surveys, as well as monitoring and fossil salvage 
for many clients, including public agencies and private developers. She is a cross-
trained paleontological monitor and supervisor, familiar with regulations and 
guidelines implementing the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), 
and the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology guidelines. She has extensive 
experience providing oversight for long-term monitoring projects throughout the 
Los Angeles Basin for archaeological, Native American, and paleontological 
monitoring compliance projects and provides streamlined management for these 
disciplines. 

Relevant Experience 
Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) Central Los Angeles High School 
#9; Los Angeles, CA. Senior Project Archaeologist & Project Manager. Sara 
conducted on-site monitoring and investigation of archaeological sites exposed 
as a result of construction activities. During the data recovery phase in connection 
with a 19th century cemetery located on-site, she participated in locating of 
features, feature excavation, mapping, and client coordination. She organized 
background research on the cemetery, including genealogical, local libraries, city 
and county archives, other local cemetery records, internet, and local fraternal 
organizations. Sara advised on the lab methodology and setup and served as 
project manager. Sara was a contributing author and editor for the published 
monograph, which was published as part of a technical series, “Not Dead but 
Gone Before: The Archaeology of Los Angeles City Cemetery.” 

Downtown Cesar Chavez Median Project, City of Los Angeles, CA. Project 
Manager. Sara assisted the City of Los Angeles Department of Public Works 
Bureau of Engineering with a Local Assistance Project requiring consultations 
with Caltrans cultural resources. Responsible for Caltrans coordination, serving as 
contributing author and report manager for required ASR, HPSR, and HRER 
prepared for the project. 

Elysian/USC Water Recycling Project Initial Study/Environmental 
Assessment, Los Angeles, CA. Project Manager. Sara worked on the Initial 
Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration and an Environmental Assessment/Finding 
of No Significant Impact to construct recycled water pipelines for irrigation and 
other industrial uses serving Los Angeles Department of Water and Power 
customers in downtown Los Angeles, including Elysian Park. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency is the federal lead agency.  
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 Vanessa is an archaeologist with over seven years of documentation, records 
searches, survey, excavation, and monitoring experience. She is cross trained in 
archaeology and paleontology. She has worked extensively throughout California, 
with particular experience in the context of the Mojave and California Great Basin, 
prehistoric food processing sites, and historic artifacts. 
 

City of Beverly Hills Metro Purple Line Extension, Beverly Hills, CA. Compliance 
Coordinator. ESA is retained by the City of Beverly Hills to conduct general 
compliance monitoring during the advanced utilities relocation phase of 
construction for the segment of the Metro Purple Line Extension Project located in 
the City of Beverly Hills. Vanessa oversees ESA monitors, prepare weekly reports 
and 3-week look-ahead projections based on estimated contractor planned 
activities. As needed, she  issues violations in the event a non-compliance issue is 
identified. ESA’s primary objective is to assist contractors in avoiding non-
compliance issues through thorough observation and open communication.  

 
Ballona Wetland Restoration, Playa Del Rey, CA. Archaeologist. As part of the 
development of the restoration plan for the Ballona Wetlands, the ESA project 
team characterized existing conditions that included water and sediment sampling 
and analysis. The water and sediment quality sampling was performed to develop 
and evaluate potential restoration alternatives, and to develop a conceptual plan. 
The ESA project team compiled existing data on and conducted additional 
sampling for water and sediment to assess potential effects on the proposed 
wetland restoration habitat from the use of urban runoff and tidal in-flow from 
Ballona Creek. These data were used to complete a baseline report and restoration 
alternatives assessment. Vanessa assisted in survey, data recovery and artifact 
analysis. 
 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP), Path 46 Clearance 
Surveys, San Bernardino, CA. Archaeologist.  ESA has been tasked by LADWP to 
conduct required surveys for the Path 46 Transmission Line Clearances Project. 
The project’s objective is to restore required code clearances to the transmission 
conductors, which will be accomplished by grading the ground surface underneath 
the transmission lines to achieve required height consistency. The work is being 
conducted in compliance with BLM guidelines and federal laws and statutes. 
Biological, archaeological, and paleontological resource surveys are currently being 
conducted for the 77 proposed grading areas, staging areas, and roads. Pending 
reports will document results of the surveys and provide recommendations for 
minimally invasive access areas, staging areas, and soil distribution.  Vanessa 
provided field surveys and documentation of archaeological sites for submission to 
the California State Parks.  
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Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP), Scattergood Olympic 
Transmission Line (SOTL) Cultural Resources Monitoring, Los Angeles, CA. 
Archaeologist. LADWP is constructing and will operate approximately 11.4 miles of 
new 230 kilovolt (kv) underground transmission line. LADWP installed 55 vaults and 
underground conduit for the SOTL Project. ESA provided cultural resources 
services, including archaeological, Native American, and paleontological 
monitoring, to fulfill the requirements of the Project EIR mitigation measures for 
cultural resources. Reports documenting the monitoring findings were submitted 
at the end of the project. Vanessa provided oversight and scheduling to monitors 
and assisted in preparing the final report.  
 
California High Speed Rail, Fresno, CA. Archaeological Monitor. ESA was retained 
as a sub-consultant to the Tutor Perini Zachary Parsons Joint Venture. The project 
consisted of pre-construction surveys for biological and cultural resources, 
compliance monitoring during construction, and compliance tracking and 
reporting. Approximately 29 miles in length, the project also included both 
biological and cultural resources such as the historic Chinatown in downtown 
Fresno, vernal pool and seasonal wetland habitat and crossings of the San Joaquin 
and Fresno Rivers. Vanessa provided archaeological monitoring for the Project 
during construction.   
 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, La Kretz Innovation Campus 
Project, Los Angeles, CA. Archaeological Monitor and Lab Technician. ESA 
provided archaeological monitoring in connection with the La Kretz Innovation 
Campus Project located in downtown Los Angeles. ESA conducted construction 
worker cultural resources sensitivity training; archaeological monitoring; and  
prepared a monitoring report. The Project involved the rehabilitation of the 
61,000-square-foot building located at 518-524 Colyton Street, the demolition of 
the building located at 537-551 Hewitt Street, and the construction of an open 
space public plaza, and surface parking lot, and involved compliance with Section 
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and consultation with the California 
State Historic Preservation Officer. Vanessa provided monitoring for the duration 
of the Project as well as a lab technician during the curation of the artifacts 
recovered from the Project and co-authored the final cultural report. 
 
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP), Silver Lake Reservoir 
Complex (SLRC) Storage Replacement and River Supply Conduit 1A, Los 
Angeles County, CA. Archaeological and Paleontological Monitor. ESA is providing 
archaeological and paleontological monitoring for SLRC Storage Replacement and 
River Supply Conduit 1A Project. As part of this task, ESA conducted construction 
worker cultural resources sensitivity training and archaeological and 
paleontological monitoring. A final monitoring report will be prepared at the end of 
construction.  Vanessa was the field monitor on this project. 
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